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Product Code: EY10095 
 
This is a lovely tactile collection of 26 alphabet items. They can be used with or 
without the baskets but are designed to complement them (See the Enriching 
Language Book EY10328 for ideas and how to use them). 
 
The collection includes: 
A An Angry Ant called Albert 
B A beautiful blue butterfly  
C A colourful cake crammed with cream, custard and currants 
D Donald the dog who digs in ditches 
E Ellie the excited elephant eats elegant easter eggs 
F A fabulous fuchsia flamingo called Freda 
G A grey goat called Gordon who gobbles grass in the garden 
H A helicopter called Henry who flies high in the sky above Helsinki 
I India the insect that has an interest in the internet 
J A jolly jelly fish called Janice who loves jam 
K A kettle for Katie  
L A lazy Lizard called Larry who licks lollipops and likes to do laundry 
M A mouse who munches marshmallows and is called Maggie 
N A nest of nine Nightingale eggs 
O Olga the old octopus who lives in the ocean 
P A panda called Petunia who likes perfume, pegs etc 
Q The quiet Queen who eats quails and has a quaint quilt 
R Rufus the red robot from Planet Roo 
S Six Sausages 
T Toby the Tortoise 
U Uncle Umberto from Uganda 
V A vulture called Violet 
W A wiggly worm 
X Xylophone 
Y A yacht to sail in 
Z Zack the zookeeper 
 
The children can play with the collection and match it to the sound. There is some 
flexibility eg. Freda the Flamingo could be called a bird and equally go in the ‘b’ bag 
as the ‘f’ bag. 
 
The aim of the collection is to have something tangible to relate to the sounds. It is a 
great starting point for your bags collection and can be added to as you go along. 
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